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Organizational de-structuring? Latour’s potential
contribution to the critical realist – pragmatist dispute
Stephen Kemp

Sociology, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT
This article explores a key difference that Elder-Vass has identified
between critical realism and pragmatism: their divergent views
on the viability of the concept of social structure. Noting that this
is also a point of dispute between critical realists and Actor-
Network Theorists, I try to contribute to the debate about social
structure by focusing on the question of whether organizations
are structures, drawing on the views of a pragmatist-leaning ANT
- Bruno Latour - to evaluate those of a critical realist - Dave Elder-
Vass. I suggest that Latour’s arguments can be used to identify
two challenges for Elder-Vass’s approach, questioning both
whether an organization has a singular structural form and
whether organizations have determinable powers and impacts. I
then consider whether Latour’s approach is vulnerable to critical
realist arguments that perspectives which deny the existence of
social structure cannot account for long-term stabilities, fail to
connect different cases, and are individualistic in character.
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1. Introduction

In a useful exploration of the relationship between critical realism and pragmatism, Dave
Elder-Vass (2022) points out that there are many overlaps between pragmatist and critical
realist philosophies.1 But he also notes that one common point of disagreement between
proponents of these approaches is about the value of the concept of social structure. Criti-
cal realists argue that social structures exist, are robust in character, persist over (some
length of) time and shape possibilities for agents. By contrast, pragmatists tend to be criti-
cal of the concept of social structure, or at the very least cautious about it, often expres-
sing, or seeming to harbour, a doubt about the idea that there are social structures that
exist as entities which exert an influence on action.

This has led to a – perhaps rather sporadic – dispute between critical realists and prag-
matists regarding the viability of the concept of social structure. From a critical realist per-
spective, Elder-Vass suggests that contemporary defenders of pragmatism sometimes
explicitly reject the idea that ‘social structures are causally significant’ and ‘rarely
invoke’ them (Elder-Vass 2022, 8). He also offers an analysis of pragmatist approaches
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to the study of value and argues that their frequent ‘aversion’ to the concept of social
structure often ‘produces a relative neglect of the larger scale mechanisms’ and ‘of the
roles of structure and culture in shaping individual action’ (Elder-Vass 2022, 40). On the
other side of the debate, a pragmatist critique developed by Kivinen and Piiroinen
notes that Bhaskar invokes the idea of social structures and then goes on to argue that
‘Pragmatists are very careful in not reifying modes of interaction into social entities in
the way Bhaskar does’ (2004, 234).

To my mind, this dispute has strong resonances with another theoretical clash:
between critical realism and actor-network theory (ANT). As with (many) pragmatists,
actor-network theorists are unenthusiastic about the notion of social structure, seeing
attributions of structure as problematic reifications of processes and mediations involving
human and non-human actors. On the other side of the debate, the critical realist Alasdair
Mutch, in an early engagement in this area, argues that ANT’s failure to recognize social
structures makes it difficult for analysts drawing on this approach to recognize phenom-
ena like long-term gender inequalities. Mutch states that ‘ … the existence of such power-
ful patterns suggests something that goes beyond skeins of networks’ (2002, 486). Elder-
Vass has written critically about actor-network theorists in a similar vein stating that:

‘ … ANT’s refusal to theorize structural stability must count as one of its gravest weaknesses;
much of contemporary society may well be fluid, but there are still massive stabilities, over a
variety of time frames, which are enormously important in contemporary society.’ (2008, 466)

Deciding that attack is the best form of defence, Baxter and Chua (2020) respond to another
critical realist-based tilt at ANT, this time from Sven Modell (2020), by contending that:

‘There are no inherent, indisputable, intransitive or invisible structural forces at play that may
be accessed via analytical processes of retroduction – there are only local actor/action-nets’.
(2020, 661)

Thus it seems to me that there are strong parallels between critical realist disputes about
social structure conducted with pragmatists and those involving actor-network theorists.

The key aim of this article is to contribute to discussions about the viability of the concept
of social structure. However, the broad parameters of debates about conceptualizations
structure are fairly clearly established by this point, so I will work with a tight focus in
the hope that this will add something to existing discussions. The first aspect of this
involves examining one kind of ‘social structure’, organizations, rather than considering
every type of social structure that has been mooted. The intention is to explore this
concept in some detail to see if this can be illuminating. The other aspect involves focus-
ing on the views of one critical realist thinker, Dave Elder-Vass, and appraising his views
using the ideas of one thinker from a contending camp, Bruno Latour. Let me briefly
defend the decision to focus on these thinkers.

Latour might initially seem a questionable choice given that this special issue is about
the relationship between pragmatism and critical realism. However, I would defend this
on two grounds. Firstly, as already argued, there are clear links between ANT and pragma-
tism in their doubts about the concept of social structure. Secondly, as discussed further
below, Latour’s work is something of a bridge between ANT and pragmatism. Admittedly,
when Latour describes the early influences on his work, pragmatists seem to be absent
(e.g. Latour and Crawford 1993). However, as Latour’s thought has developed, he has
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come to cite pragmatists more frequently and positively, so the absence of early refer-
ences, while suggesting that pragmatism was a found affinity for Latour rather than a
foundational position (see Hennion and Muecke 2016), does not suggest that his work
is not meaningfully connected to pragmatism. Consideration of Latour’s pragmatist-ish
version of actor-network theory allows us to see links between the two rather than ignor-
ing them.

When it comes to the other focal point, the work of Elder-Vass, there is clearly no issue
with positioning him as a critical realist, but other concerns could be raised. For one thing,
it could be argued that his conceptualization of social structure is not the only option for
critical realists, with e.g. Margaret Archer’s (1995) work in this area having a somewhat
different emphasis. I agree with this point, but the aim of this article is to get into the
details of conceptual debate, and there is simply not space for me to engage in this
task in relation to a range of thinkers. For that reason, I have chosen to focus on Elder-
Vass, because of his detailed analysis of the notion of social structure in relation to organ-
izations. Another concern might be that other critical realists have taken forward the
analysis of organizations beyond that offered by Elder-Vass. I admit that this is true in
one sense, as in the last ten years writers like Sven Modell and Edwards, O’Mahoney
and Vincent (2014) have developed critical realist analyses of organizations and, in
Modell’s case, have engaged directly with Actor-Network Theory (Modell 2020). These
are valuable contributions to the critical realist tradition, but it seems to me that they
are not centrally concerned with pushing further the conceptualization of social structure
beyond that offered by Elder-Vass, instead being more focused on how critical realist con-
cepts, including that of social structure, can be applied in organizational analysis and on
critically appraising ANT-based alternatives. As such, I call on this literature fairly briefly
when discussing the concept of structure and its place in organizational analysis, but
draw on it more substantially when thinking about the limitations of Latour’s approach
to organizations.

This article will proceed as follows. I will begin by outlining Latour’s connections to
pragmatism, and argue that he offers a pragmatic-leaning perspective. Next, I will
sketch out critical realist views of social structure and emergence, before moving on to
consider the application of these in Elder-Vass’s account of organizations. After that, I
will draw on Latour’s arguments to probe at this critical realist account of the place of
structure in organizations in various ways. Finally, I will consider possible critical realist
responses to Latour’s views and reflect on the wider significance of this discussion for
the relationship between critical realism, on the one hand, and pragmatist and process-
oriented approaches, on the other.

2. Latour and pragmatism

I want to contend that there are two important ways in which Latour’s work can be con-
sidered pragmatist-leaning (i.e. pragmatist-ish). The first connection with pragmatism is
that Latour comes to draw on the work of ‘classic’ pragmatist writers such as John
Dewey and William James in developing his own arguments. Dewey’s analysis of the
public is an inspiration to Latour, the latter of whom takes it as emphasizing the open-
endedness of public debate and the limitations of the idea that scientifically informed
experts can legitimately decide on political issues without wider public input (2011).
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Latour draws on Dewey to further argue that the public is created and recreated afresh
over time, in a way that social science can contribute to, rather than the public being a
relatively fixed entity that social science operates at a distance from (e.g. 2003, 38). As
to James, Latour finds himself sympathetic with his arguments about the plural universe,
empiricism and saltatory vs. ambulatory theorizing (see e.g. Latour 2007). In relation to the
last of these, for example, Latour offers a careful discussion and elaboration of James’ dis-
tinction between saltatory and ambulatory theories of the relationship between words
and the world, with both writers pitching themselves against accounts that see there
being a fundamental division between language-using subjects and worldly objects
and favouring instead analysis of the concrete connections between knowers and
known (see e.g. James [1909] 1975; Latour 2007, 2013). As such, Latour draws sympath-
etically on classical pragmatism.

The second connection is that both Latour and classic pragmatists place a strong empha-
sis on the processual character of the world, and on action, which flows through to their
conceptions of metaphysics. Bonnie Sheehey (2019, 573) argues that both Latour and
James recommend focusing on ‘the dynamics of action and conduct’, and I would
suggest this involves an emphasis on ongoing processes rather than definitive results.
For James, we can see that many features of the world should be understood as active prac-
tical processes, including wealth and health but also truth. James argues these are not
essential or other-worldly, but are instead made, and accounts of these processes are
only important insofar as they pay off in practice (James [1907] 1978). Likewise, I would
argue that many of Latour’s analyses are oriented towards action and process. To give
one example, when Latour evaluates the concept of power, he discourages analysts from
treating it as a settled possession of certain actors which they can then draw on to generate
a force that acts on others (Latour 1986). Rather he is interested in the mediations that the
acted-upon produce, arguing that even when they are ordered or requested to do some-
thing, actors always have the capability to produce their own variation on what is being
ordered which translates it on the basis of their own concerns and goals.

As Sheehey suggests, this overall concern with process and action is articulated with
the conceptions of metaphysics found in the work of James and Latour. For James, this
resulted in the need to separate methodology from metaphysics, whereby methods are
seen as processual, always in motion, and linked to concrete pay-offs, whereas metaphy-
sics is seen as a stultifying and abstract concern (Sheehey 2019; James [1907] 1978).
Latour, in turn, presents his metaphysical concerns as being importantly pragmatic in
character. In a debate with Graham Harman, Latour suggests that his intention is not
to dispute with philosophers about the right metaphysical conception of the world, but
rather to develop a flexible approach – which he calls ‘experimental metaphysics’ –
which is responsive to the worlds that are being produced by actors. For Latour, this
approach has kinship with Dewey’s work in the way that it articulates philosophical
and empirical investigation rather than believing that metaphysics can establish the foun-
dation on which all other inquiry is built (Latour, Harman, and Erdelyi 2011, 46). Hämäläi-
nen and Lehtonen (2016) have also argued that a pragmatic orientation is crucial to
understanding Latour’s approach, and they suggest that it applies both to work of his
that is more associated with ANT and to his later project to investigate modes of exist-
ence. There are undoubtedly complexities about how/whether a pragmatic conception
of metaphysics is sustainable (for an interesting discussion in relation to Dewey’s work
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see Garrison 1999), but, along with Sheehey and Hämäläinen and Lehtonen, I do believe
there is a strongly pragmatist element to Latour’s attempt to offer an anti-foundationalist
picture of metaphysics that links it with empirical inquiry and indeed with the processual
character of the world.

Thus, although Latour tends to pick specific concepts from these classic pragmatists
rather than adopting their frameworks wholesale, I would argue that these concepts res-
onate with Latour because he shares with these writers an emphasis on the uncertainty of
knowledge (rather than expertise or truths being treated as unquestionable), on process
(rather than substance and/or dualism), and on the practical character of metaphysics
(rather than metaphysical foundationalism). I don’t want to claim that Latour is a full-
blown pragmatist, and there are aspects of his thought which seem incompatible with
certain common pragmatist commitments, such as their belief in naturalism.2 Neverthe-
less, I would suggest that Latour is a pragmatist-leaning thinker, and consider it appropri-
ate to bring Latour’s ideas into a special issue addressing the connection between
pragmatism and critical realism.

3. Structure and emergence

The concept of structure is totemic for critical realists. In the analysis of natural science,
the idea that scientists are trying to investigate deep structures that exist independently
of them allows realists to distinguish themselves from positivists who focus on surface
events and (quasi)-idealists who see the natural world as constructed in/by scientific the-
ories (Bhaskar 1975). In the area of social science, the idea that there are social structures
influencing social outcomes allows realists to differentiate themselves from what they see
as problematically individualistic forms of analysis (Archer 1995). Although critical realists
argue that society contains agents who have the ability to form their own projects and
reflect on the social world around them, they also insist that the social world contains
social structures. These are entities which are understood to have an existence over
and above agents, and to have a causal power which exercises an influence upon
them. For critical realists, analysts must not only look at the potentially novel and creative
activities of agents but at the structural context in which these are placed. Social struc-
tures exercise some degree of constraint over what agents can do, but can also
provide them with incentives and opportunities for action (see e.g. Archer 1995, 2003).

There have been disagreements between critical realists about how social structure
should be analysed, with e.g. somewhat different conceptions offered by Archer (1995)
and Manicas (2006).3 However, one idea that has come to be strongly emphasized is that
structures are the product of emergence, a concept that is applied to both the natural
and the social. For critical realists, emergence involves constituents at one level coming
together in a way which generates a new power/set of powers at another level. The idea
is that this new power occurs because the constituents are organized – that is related to
one another – in a particular way; it is this organization which gives rise to the new
power. The classic example from the natural sciences is that of hydrogen and oxygen as
atoms which are deemed to have certain powers when independent of one another, but
new powers when they are organized together into H2O (Elder-Vass 2010).

But how do critical realists apply this notion in social science? The basic idea is that
social structures should be seen as emergent from agents (Archer 1995; Elder-Vass
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2010), with a key claim being that when people (and potentially things) are organized in
certain ways, they give rise to social structures as entities with their own causal powers –
powers that are beyond a simple aggregation of the powers of those people (and things)
when not organized in this way. Elder-Vass emphasizes that emergence should be under-
stood synchronically, such that what is important is how people are organized at any par-
ticular point in time as this is what gives rise to the social structure and its power at that
point (2010, 16).

The kinds of emergent social structures that can arise, according to Elder-Vass, include
normative institutions and organizations (2010, 83). I will discuss organizations in a
moment, but let me briefly outline Elder-Vass’s conception of normative institutions
here (see Ch. 6 of Elder-Vass 2010 for a much more elaborate account).

For Elder-Vass, a normative institution is a structure that has the power to influence the
behaviour of those members who are within it, and it does so because of those members
relating to each other in a way that shapes practice (ways of behaving) towards consist-
ency with a norm. As Elder-Vass states of the members:

‘It is the commitment that they have to endorse and enforce the practice with each other that
makes a norm circle more effective than the sum of its members would be if they were not
part of it. The members of a norm circle are aware that its other members share that commit-
ment, they may feel an obligation to them to endorse and enforce the norm concerned and
they have an expectation that the others will support them when they do so.’ (Elder-Vass
2010, 123)

Elder-Vass contends that the mutual reinforcement of a norm by members of a circle gen-
erates an emergent property which is ‘the tendency to increase conformity by its
members to the norm’, a tendency that would not exist if the actors in question were
not part of the norm circle (2010, 124).

In contending that social structures are emergent and have causal powers, writers like
Archer and Elder-Vass are not suggesting that they determine the behaviours of, e.g. the
agents that are part of them. Rather, what agents do will be co-determined by the
influence of any emergent structures acting upon them and by their agentic powers.
For example, Elder-Vass acknowledges that an agent may be a member of several norma-
tive circles and thus be subject to multiple influences on their behaviour which may be
contradictory in character, leading the agent to call on their reflexive capacity to
decide between the different possible courses of action (2010, 133).

4. Elder-Vass on organizations as structures

Having briefly discussed the ideas of structure and emergence, I now want to con-
sider Elder-Vass on organizations. As Elder-Vass (2010) offers a careful and rich analy-
sis of what it means, from a critical realist perspective, for an organization to be a
structure this allows us to take an in-depth look at the features and potential limit-
ations of such an approach, including its ramifications for the concept of social
structure.

Let’s begin with what, according to Elder-Vass, makes an organization a structure that
has an existence and power that are, in some sense, on a different level to agents. Elder-
Vass states the following:
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‘Any organisation, I argue, is an entity composed of a group of human individuals, structured
by a set of relationships between them (although I shall suggest below that they may also
sometimes have non-human parts). These relationships are formalised in the roles or social
positions occupied by the people in the organisation.’ (Elder-Vass 2010, 153)

In keeping with his overall analysis of emergence, Elder-Vass is arguing that the emergent
properties that make an organization a structure arise not from an aggregate of people
acting, but from those people being related in a way which gives rise to new powers.
It is crucial, then, for this kind of analysis that there is a specification of what those
relationships are. In the case of an organization they are, according to Elder-Vass,
specified by roles. He goes on to say the following:

Role descriptions implicitly or explicitly specify norms that define how an incumbent of the
position concerned must relate to other members of the organisation and also how they
must relate to outsiders when acting on behalf of the organisation. Some of these norms
may be written down in formal job descriptions but roles may also be defined partly by
less formal sets of expectations that other members of the organisation have of their incum-
bents.’ (Elder-Vass 2010, 153)

Thus we can see that, for Elder-Vass, roles may have the content of their expectations
given to them either formally or informally, but either way they give the underlying
form to the relationships which make an organization not just an aggregate but an emer-
gent structure. Note that Elder-Vass is not saying that roles are the organization: rather he
is arguing that it is people that are parts of organizations. Roles are the relations between
those people (Elder-Vass 2010, 153). Elder-Vass also argues that roles give shape to the
form of authority within an organization, such that incumbents of some roles have the
authority to assign work to others, providing rewards if work is done well and penalizing
them if not (Elder-Vass 2010, 162–3)

According to Elder-Vass, the powers of an organization rest on two mechanisms (Elder-
Vass 2010, 155). The first is a normative mechanism whereby normative pressures tend to
keep the people within the organization acting in consistency with their specified roles.
Here is where Elder-Vass connects with his analysis of norm circles, insofar as the norma-
tive pressure for any person to act consistently in relation to role specifications comes
from a norm circle that is ‘predominantly’ within the organization (2010, 165). Organiz-
ational roles may be shaped by managers so that some roles are directed towards enfor-
cing the norms of other roles, such that managers are actually shaping the norm circles
themselves (2010, 165).

The second mechanism which underpins the power of an organization is ‘coordinated
interaction’which involves specific ways of coordinating, e.g. people working in sequence
on a production line. For Elder-Vass the details of these specific modes of coordination
vary from organization to organization but ‘there is a sense in which the members of
the organisation work together like the parts of a machine to produce a collective
effect.’ (Elder-Vass 2010, 157).

What, then, does this give an organization the power to do? For Elder-Vass, one facet of
this is that it changes the dispositions and behaviour of members of the organization. He
states:

‘When a role incumbent does act in the role, she adopts behaviours that have been specified
by the organisation, as a result of acquiring a normative belief or disposition: the belief that
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role incumbents ought to act as specified by the norms that make up their role. The role
incumbent, that is, is altered as an individual as a result of accepting the role in the organis-
ation.’ (Elder-Vass 2010, 158)

Another aspect addressed by Elder-Vass is the causal impact that the organization has on
those outside it, i.e. what the organization actually doeswith the power that it has. Follow-
ing his argument through it seems that for Elder-Vass the specific coordinated interaction
mechanisms, which are sustained by the normative mechanisms that tend to keep people
in line with role behaviour, generate a certain power for the organization to exert
influence (Elder-Vass 2010, 166–8). Drawing on a standard Adam Smith-derived
example, an organization may incorporate a factory with a division of labour which
makes pins efficiently, giving it a certain productive capacity (Elder-Vass 2010, 154–5).
Another example Elder-Vass refers to is that of customers interacting not just with individ-
uals but with them as representatives of the organization who can, e.g. sell them pro-
ducts. On a larger scale, Elder-Vass (2010, 183) refers to the ‘enormous causal power’ of
the governments represented at the Yalta conference towards the end of the Second
World War which meant that the agreement hammered out by Stalin, Churchill and Roo-
sevelt as representatives of those governments would be deeply consequential.

As we shall see shortly, in appraising Elder-Vass’s account of organizations as struc-
tures we will need to make reference to his ideas about agency. For Elder-Vass it is
not the case that the behaviour of individuals within organizations is fully determined
by the causal power of the structures. Rather individuals have their own causal power
which also has an influence on outcomes. Elder-Vass (2010, 159) states that ‘Individ-
uals choose to occupy the role, and can choose to leave it, and they also make
decisions about how to perform it… ’. In accounting for individual input, Elder-Vass
also notes that those acting in a role can do so well or badly because role specifica-
tions do not fill out the content of the role entirely and there is some choice on the
part of the agent about how to fulfil the expectations of the role (Elder-Vass 2010,
160). When an agent performs a role badly this has the potential to pose problems
for the organization (Elder-Vass 2010, 161).

5. A Latourian appraisal of Elder-Vass on organizations

What might we say about Elder-Vass’s analysis of structure and agency in organizations on
the basis of Latour’s ideas? I want to consider this from two main angles, initially in
relation to the question of whether organizations have a structure (drawing mostly on
Latour’s discussion in Chapter 14 of An Inquiry into Modes of Existence (2013)), and then
in relation to the question of whether the purported structure of organizations gives
them a determinate capacity to act (drawing mostly on Aramis, or the Love of Technology
(1996a)). In keeping with the concern of this special issue on pragmatism and critical
realism, I am focusing on certain processual elements of Latour’s thought and excluding
other well-known aspects, including his arguments about the importance of non-human
entities in social life.

Before getting into a detailed appraisal, I want to briefly characterize Latour’s views on
the idea of social structure, which are directed at the concept in general rather than the
conception offered in any particular school of thought. Latour offers a range of remarks
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about social structure, and I will just focus on those most relevant to this discussion. His
most (in)famous suggestion is that analysts should adopt a ‘flat ontology’, that is, they
should avoid the idea that there are separate levels to the ‘social world’, such as those
of social structure and agency (or interaction) (Latour 2005). For Latour, the decision to
use the division between social structure and agency/interaction is a mistake that can
be made for different reasons. One of these is that the analyst of interactions between
agents within a specific context rightly feels that they need to situate that interaction
by reference to elements outside of it, but wrongly reaches for the notion of social struc-
ture to do so. According to Latour, analysts would be better to look instead for the forms
of interaction and association4 feeding in and out of a context rather than looking to
situate interactions within structures (Latour 1996b). Another, related, doubt about the
division between structure and interaction is Latour’s Tarde-inspired view that the
notion of social structure is a short-cut that sociologists employ when they aren’t able
to get to grips with the many confusing actions and interactions that are occurring in
society (Latour 2005, 22–3). For Latour (2010), the simplicity and unity of social structures
as characterized by analysts are problematic stand-ins for the multiplicity and complexity
of interactions and associations.

As Elder-Vass draws on the idea of emergence to underpin that of social structure, it is
worth mentioning Latour’s views on this concept. There is an overlap between Latour and
Elder-Vass here in that Latour sees the idea of ‘emergence’ as closely related to the idea of
structure (Latour 2020a, 22). However, for Latour that’s because both concepts are proble-
matic in similar ways: ‘“Emergence” has always been for me an apparently scientific way to
say “here a miracle occurs!.”’ (Latour 2020b, 287). Although Latour has some complex (and
contestable) theoretical reasons for rejecting the idea of emergence (see e.g. 2020a,
2020b), one simpler point is that he sees it as unnecessary. If we follow interactions
and associations appropriately, there is no need for the concepts of emergence or struc-
ture as there is nothing left to be accounted for.

Latour’s lack of enthusiasm for the notion of social structure is clearly manifested when
he contends that he does not think the idea of an organization is a useful starting point for
analysis (2013, 389–90, 394). Why not? Because it gives the impression that there is a dis-
tinct and clear-cut form (one might say structure) when it is more appropriate to consider
ongoing acts of organizingwhich have a strong element of contingency about them. If we
carefully study acts or organizing, suggests Latour, we will see that organizations them-
selves do not have a unity of purpose or form but are made up of messy ongoing attempts
to hold things together. Latour states that an organization is ‘made only of movements,
which are woven by constant circulation of documents, stories, accounts, goods and pas-
sions’ (2005, 179).

We have seen that Elder-Vass wishes to treat an organization as a kind of structure,
whose relational constitution is clear-cut enough to result in it having a distinct capacity
or power. But what Latour is questioning is whether this picture of a clear-cut structure
gives a convincing rendering of an organization as an ongoing process. Latour aims to
capture this sense of process by focusing on organizing acts, which can be analysed as
scripts, that is as temporary, revisable agreements on courses of action which assign
roles to actors whereby those agreeing to act are (subject to possible later revision)
bound by that agreement (2013, 391). There are two important points to note here.
First, Latour is using the term ‘role’ to refer to temporary assignments of responsibility,
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not role positions, a contrast we will discuss further below. Second, for Latour, each orga-
nizing act is also disorganizing because a commitment to one course of action may either
undermine other existing commitments or restrict other commitments that might have
been made. Within organizations there are many such organizing acts and there is no
central authority which is able to coordinate these acts, to make sure that the roles
agreed in scripts are compatible with one another. According to Latour it is not
unusual for there to be ongoing attempts within an organization to bring about consist-
ency of scripts and roles, these potentially including actions like bringing in consultants to
identify incompatibilities. But these never remove all forms of inconsistency and such
attempts to bring coherence themselves generate other forms of disorganization (2013,
393–4).

This is all very well, but couldn’t Elder-Vass argue that Latour is missing the key contri-
bution of roles in an organization? For Elder-Vass, roles are not generated from temporary
binding agreements in the form of scripts, but involve more clear-cut and temporally-
extended sets of norms about how the incumbent of the role should act. It is these –
which we can refer to as role positions5 to distinguish them from Latour’s more transitory
roles – that define the relations which give organizations an emergent structure and
capacity. One can see the point of such a riposte, given that many organizations do
have specified positions in which there are types of activities identified as appropriate
to the incumbent of the position. Latour’s discussion of organizations, at least in AIME,
doesn’t seem to address organizational invocation of such positions directly.

Nevertheless, Latour’s analysis does provide some resources for questioning the idea
that there are determinate role positions that give organizations a clear-cut internal struc-
tural form. He points to a range of complexities about activities in organizations which,
arguably, undermine such a picture. For one thing, Latour argues that in the process of
organizing, it is extremely difficult for the set of organizing acts to which any person is
committed to cohere with one another. Indeed, Latour states that it is ‘[i]mpossible for
any human to unify in a coherent whole the roles that the scripts have assigned him or
her’ (Latour 2013, 393), remembering that by ‘role’ Latour is referring to an actor’s
place in an activity defined by a specific commitment.

Now, proponents of the idea of role positions could argue that it has long been known
that there can be role clashes (e.g. Toby 1952). However, Latour is seemingly thinking on a
smaller scale here, not so much considering general clashes of roles and expectations (e.g.
between being a school-teacher of a child but also their parent), but specific clashes
whereby seeing through one activity has disorganizing effects on others. Deciding to
prioritize one item on the ‘to do’ list has the effect that one does not complete other
tasks, at least for the time being, which can flow through into a disruption – that is dis-
organization – of the activities of co-workers.

It could be argued that these points are about the details of the activities of an organ-
izational member rather than about their role in the positional sense. But perhaps we
could use Latour’s arguments to emphasize the messy forms of ongoing organization
that keep activities happening, which, arguably, can’t be grasped by reference to the spe-
cification of a role position. The Elder-Vass proponent might say: ‘Of course, but Elder-Vass
admits this very point! He says that roles can be fulfilled in a range of ways by the incum-
bent agents.’ This is undoubtedly correct. But, nevertheless, Elder-Vass wants to separate
out these agential variations from the singular form of the role position itself. By contrast,
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Latour’s analysis pushes us to question whether there is a singular form to be had. For
Elder-Vass, the role’s form is normatively defined, but what are the grounds for believing
that there is a single normative specification for a role? Isn’t it possible, indeed likely, that
different people interacting with a member of an organization may have different norma-
tive expectations of them (for a discussion of this from another angle see Kemp and Holm-
wood 2012). For example, different staffmembers at a university may have different views
about the appropriate role of staff in the research support office. Somemay see the role of
these staff as rather limited, as simply helping academic staff complete the administrative/
bureaucratic side of their grant applications. Others may see the research support staff as
having a more proactive role, such that they should be critically appraising grant appli-
cations, actively promoting the highest level of engagement with ethical codes, and so
on. Where there are diverse normative expectations, we could question whether there
is a single role of the kind that Elder-Vass envisions.

One way to develop this point further would be to suggest that Elder-Vass’s idea that
there is a single set of role positions in an organization could be seen as both a manage-
ment perspective and amanagement perspective. That is to say, it could be seen as a per-
spective from those who see themselves as responsible for the form of the organization,
but also, if this is specified in terms of a single clear-cut set of role-positions, only one
version of the desired form, with other versions also potentially espoused by other
managers.6

Latour’s approach also encourages us to consider that there is ongoing negotiation
over what requests are legitimately made to actors, and thus what expectations of
their role should be. Requests directed to a member of an organization in a role may
not be acted on due to disputes about the appropriate normative expectations. Some
requests may come ‘horizontally’ as it were, not directly from higher up in the hierarchy,
and in such cases we might note Latour’s suggestion that in organizations the response to
a request may well be one of the following:

‘“It’s not up to me to take care of that, it’s your job.” “That’s way above my paygrade.” “I have
nothing to do with it.” “I’m washing my hands of it; let them cope”’. (Latour 2013, 395)

Those wishing to defend a hierarchical structure/role analysis might argue that ultimately
it is the instructions and orders from those above that count. That is to say, it might be the
case that no matter what variation a member of an organization wishes to introduce to
their activities, they ultimately have to do as their boss (e.g. line manager) specifies.
Once again, though, Latour offers a cute observation in this territory, suggesting that
‘[w]hen it’s a matter of falsifying the claims of those who purport to be organizing us,
we’re all new Karl Poppers!’ (Latour 2013, 395). In other words, it is common in organiz-
ations for there to be some degree of questioning of what members are asked to do.
This isn’t always manifested in open defiance of bosses, and perhaps such defiance is
not even frequent. However, questioning, whether implicit or explicit, can lead to what
Latour calls ‘translation’ of orders (Latour 1986, 1987) such that the action is not
exactly what the person giving the order wished to be done (at the time of the
request). Thus, a Latourian approach suggests that there is enough contestation about
what is expected of members of organization, and dispute over those expectations,
that we cannot speak of clear-cut, singular roles and role-expectations, and thus not of
clear-cut relations.7
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The persistent critical realist might argue that for all this purported fuzziness there is
still some kind of bottom line in organizations. And Elder-Vass does discuss an idea
which could fulfil this function when he contends that if a member of an organization per-
forms their role badly this can lead to problems for the organization, stopping it from
achieving its ends (Elder-Vass 2010, 161). Is this an ultimate check on the variability of
activities that pushes organizations to channel actors towards clearly specified structural
roles? In my view, such an argument involves the assumption that if only the specified
roles are fulfilled adequately then the organization will succeed. But this assumption
seems to rest on a questionable idea of the fundamental reliability of whoever or what-
ever it is that is specifying the roles. Elder-Vass does sometimes refer to the organization as
specifying the roles (2010, 158) – but how does the organization do that? Unless one
wishes to take the functionalist view that there is some underlying logic imparted from
the higher-level entity to the individual, it would seem we need to think about specific
actors designating roles.8 Elder-Vass does, to be fair, sometimes suggest that it is actors
higher up in the hierarchy that specify roles for those lower down (e.g. 2010, 163). But,
if so, what reason is there to think that these senior actors have correctly identified
what will lead to organizational success such that other actors following the role specifi-
cations given will produce the desired outcome? It could be that these specifications are
misleading, based on information that is not up-to-date or was just inaccurate in the first
place, such that actually going against the specification handed down could contribute to
a better outcome. Thus, although it is tempting to say – ‘Well, whatever the messiness of
processes of organizing, ultimately things get done (at least some of the time)’ – the
Latourian response might well be: ‘Yes, things sometimes get done; but not because
there is some determinate set of relations and expectations that makes that happen,
rather because of the ongoing messy – but sometimes effective – efforts of members
of the organization.’9

This discussion has involved zigzagging back and forth to try to capture the dynamic of
an argument between an Elder-Vass-style critical realist defending the idea that the
internal form of organizations is captured by clear-cut roles and a Latourian defending
the messiness and complexity of the activity of organizing. However, the critical realist
may feel that the ability of their approach to cope with the potential messiness and com-
plexity of the activities of organizing has been under-rated. After all, as noted at the end of
section 3, critical realists are comfortable with the contingency of events in the social
world, which they see as resulting from the interplay of different causal influences, includ-
ing a likely range of structural influences and the impact of agency. As such, couldn’t criti-
cal realists contend that they can theorize mess and disorganization, by, for example,
arguing that members of organizations can have clashing norms impacting upon them,
and, once these are combined with members drawing on their agential capacities
when deciding what to do, the outcomes will be contingent and unpredictable? (For a
critical realist analysis of organizations along these lines see Baker and Modell 2019.)

There is a sense in which this is correct, but I would suggest that it nevertheless gives
rise to two difficulties. The first is that if the normative influences being exercised in an
organization are messy and cross-cutting in this way, this seems to raise serious questions
for Elder-Vass’s analysis of organizations. After all, his approach is based on the idea that
there is a single identifiable normative form to role positions and a single norm circle
underpinning each role. Further, Elder-Vass’s analysis of organizations is based on a
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picture of roles and the relations between them giving organizations a clearcut form
which contributes to its emergent powers. If it is now accepted that organizations
need not have that form, then they start to look less like clearcut structures and more
like complex and messy entities whose powers may not be determinable, a point I will
develop further below.

The second difficulty relates to the question of whether there are ‘structures’ that are
ontologically separable from the ‘contingencies’ of what actually happens in organiz-
ations. In the discussion of organizational roles, we have been considering Elder-Vass’s
idea that they are underpinned by norm circles. Elder-Vass, along with Baker and
Modell (2019), portrays norm circles as robust (but not unchangeable) configurations
where all members of the norm circle have a disposition to ‘endorse and enforce’ that
norm onto practice such that there is a ‘collective intention’ which members reinforcing
the norm will see themselves as upholding on behalf of all and expecting the support of
all when they do so (2010, 122–4). But, if Latour is right about the kinds of contingencies
that occur in processes of organizing, can we really expect that these tight-knit, self-con-
sciously self-reinforcing groups with a single normative agenda are always present within
organizations? I have already suggested that the whole set of members of an organization
is not a plausible candidate for such a group in relation to the norms purported to inhere
in role positions, given the sorts of normative disputes that can arise about how someone
holding a position in an organization should be acting.

One possible move for the critical realist trying to save the relevance of normative
circles within organizations would be to suggest that, in such situations, those contending
over how role positions should be conducted are themselves divided into tight-knit, self-
consciously self-reinforcing circles of actors with singular normative agendas – i.e. they
are each norm circles. But is that a plausible view? For one thing, it’s not clear that
those who broadly agree with one another about the applicable norms are always, or
even often, going to be self-consciously self-reinforcing, acting with a ‘collective inten-
tion’. They may simply be fellow travellers who attempt to reshape the beliefs and behav-
iour of others through their communications and actions but don’t have the sort of
‘groupiness’ (my word) that Elder-Vass is postulating. For another thing, even within
groups who have a reasonably high level of agreement and groupiness, there is likely
to be some degree of variation in normative beliefs. Although it is possible that some
(or even all) members have a clear sense of exactly what formulation of a norm they
expect others to uphold, each version of this formulation may not fully overlap. To
return to an earlier example, one group of academic staff may have a clear view that
they want maximal, proactive support from staff in the research office but it may be
that some see this as relating particularly to support with ethics codes, others for
support with ‘gaming’ the panel who will be assessing the proposal, and so on.

So what is the import of this second point? What I am suggesting is that the demand-
ingness of the criteria that need to be met for something to be a norm circle makes it
likely, if Latour’s views are correct, that many organizations won’t have clearcut norm
circles within them.10 Rather, these may turn out to be occasional extremes compared
to more typical situations involving complex distributions of normative beliefs which
are somewhat various and differentially clashing or ramifying with one another. Although
critical realists can accept (to some extent) that actual processes of organization are
messy, they still wish to look for clearcut structures behind the messiness. What I have
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suggested is that, at least when it comes to Elder-Vass-style normative circles, these struc-
tures may not be there to find. A Latour-inspired alternative would not hunt for structures
such as these but could try to analyse distributions of belief and practice, including their
interactional history, instead.11

As such, it seems to me that critical realism faces a challenge in defending an accep-
tance of contingency without permitting this to flow through to problematize its con-
ception of normative institutions and organizations as structures. By way of contrast,
Latour does not accept that there is a ‘structural’ level separate from the actions, trans-
lations and mediations of agents. Rather, he suggests that there is no discrete ‘organiz-
ation’ made up of singular, clearly specifiable roles, there is only the ongoing messy
task of organizing, which attempts to produce coherent lines of action but often fails
to do so.

We have so far been developing a Latourian response to Elder-Vass’s analysis of the
internal features of organizations, in relation to the roles which purportedly specify the
relations within the organization. Now we will turn (more briefly) to the question of the
impact an organization has in the world. As we saw above, Elder-Vass sees this impact
as the power of an organization, deriving from its status as an emergent property. Further-
more, Elder-Vass suggested that Latour’s approach to organizational representatives is
problematic because it is a form of individualism – focusing on the individual representa-
tive rather than the power of the organization that backs them up. Elder-Vass states the
following:

‘ …we must recognize that sometimes when individuals act, they do so as representatives of
larger structures; that their action is not the action of an individual alone, but at least in part
the action of a structure. This need not reduce those individuals to mere intermediaries: the
structure concerned will only ever co-determine their actions in conjunction with other causal
factors. But nor does it alter the fact that the individual sometimes deploys causal powers of
the whole organization, and not just those of their own person.’ (Elder-Vass 2008, 467)

I think it is not too unkind to suggest that an analogy for Elder-Vass’s analysis would be as
follows: the head of an organization is able to deploy the powers of that organization
somewhat as a person at the top of a hill can deploy the powers of a boulder – it is
just a matter of pushing it in the desired direction and then the boulder will impact on
everything that lies in the direction it has been rolled. To mymind, the interesting contrast
with Latour’s view lies not in the question of the co-determination or otherwise of the
decision of such an individual but in the issue of what it means to be a spokesperson
for an organization.

As we have seen, Elder-Vass accuses Latour of focusing too much on the individual
representative of the organization and not enough on the powers of the organization.
For Elder-Vass these individuals can only do things – from small-scale actions like being
the sales-person selling someone a television to large-scale actions like directing an
army – because they have the power of an organizational structure behind them. A
Latourian response would be as follows: both the representativeness of a spokesperson
for an organization, and the putative power of the organization that they can deploy,
are always at least potentially ‘up for grabs’, and this needs to be acknowledged in the
analysis. This is a major theme of Aramis, which explores the development and ultimate
failure of a transport project in France from the 1970s to the 1990s. For example, when
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Latour is speaking of Mr. Lagardére, a senior figure in the French hi-tech company Matra,
and his enthusiasm for the Aramis project, Latour states:

‘Mr. Lagardére supports the project, to be sure, but who can say whether his stockholders will
follow? He, too, varies in relative size. Let him be reduced to minority status by his board, and
the enormous actor who had millions of francs to contribute is reduced to the simple opinion
of a private person whose interest in Aramis commits only himself and his dog.’ (Latour
1996a, 45)

The point I take from Latour’s argument is that ‘committing’ an organization to a course of
action is not as straightforward as directing a boulder and giving it a push downhill. Even
if a senior representative of the organization commits, there is still a question of whether
those this representative purports to speak for will also be on board. Latour is not saying
that this is never the case; rather he is saying that we need to examine in each instance
whether this is the case, and how attempts to represent an organization, to be a spokes-
person for it, play out. One might follow through this idea to suggest that these processes
can be relevant even where the actor in question is a head of state who gives the order to
deploy the army. It might seem as if this is an example of the person at the top of the
hierarchy deploying the causal structural force of the army as an organization. But
armies do not always follow the orders of heads of state, as we see in the cases of military
coups. A less extreme case of the ordered result not eventuating would involve the head
of the military arguing that a specified deployment is simply not possible in the timeframe
– or would be military suicide.12 We might also link these points to the earlier discussion
insofar as Latour would contend that for an organization to pursue some course of action
requires a range of organizing acts which may or may not cohere with one another and
may or may not come off. So even if a representative of an organization is taken as author-
itative by its members there are a set of contingent processes which produce the action of
that organization rather than the straightforward deployment of a force. Elder-Vass might
respond to this by pointing out that his analysis also does make reference to the question
of whether someone is taken as a ‘legitimate’ representative of the organization (2010,
183). This is true, but Elder-Vass seems to treat this as a one-off process whereby once
legitimacy is established/agreed on, then the straightforward power of the organizational
structure comes into operation and is deployed. By contrast, Latour’s analysis suggests
that questions of representativeness and legitimacy are ongoing and deep questions.
They apply not just to a one-off decision made by the head of an organization; rather,
every decision made potentially raises issues of representativeness and legitimacy, and
requests may be translated rather than straightforwardly acted on (for a recent analysis
of power which emphasizes these elements see Reed 2020). That is to say, there can
be questions about whether the head speaks for the organization, whether the head of
the team speaks for their team, and so on. This emphasis on the contingency of the
ability of actors to speak for an organization can then be added to the emphasis on
the contingency of the organizing acts that make it possible for ‘organizational goals’
to be reached and for organizational powers to be deployed.

By contrast, it is as if Elder-Vass forgets about the contingency that he otherwise
acknowledges when he analyses the deployment of a structure or even when he
argues that we can identify the capacity of an organization based on its structure. As
we have seen, Elder-Vass acknowledges that actors may not go along with their structural
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roles in any instance, and he also contends that poor performance in roles can undermine
the capacities of an organization. This being the case, can we ever state what the capacity
of an organization is based on its purported structure at a given time? This is surely always
going to be hypothetical, i.e. based on what an organization would do if all agents acted
in line with the (purportedly clear-cut) norms linked to their role positions. This is an
outcome that cannot be assumed even within the framework of Elder-Vass’s own
arguments.

It could be argued that these points have a wider significance for the very idea of a
‘synchronic’, emergentist structural analysis, at least in the realm of the ‘social’. Elder-
Vass identifies synchronic analysis as being ‘concerned with the relationship between
the properties and powers of a whole and its parts at any single instant in time’ (2010,
16). Elder-Vass further states:

‘ … it is because a higher-level entity is composed of a particular stable organisation or
configuration of lower-level entities that it may be able to exert causal influence in its own
right.’ (2010, 23)

What we have seen is that Elder-Vass himself acknowledges that even if an organization
has a stable structure, we can’t actually predict what the causal impact of it acting will be
because of the variety of agential efforts and also the potential fallibility of these efforts
when acting as part of the organization. Latour’s arguments could encourage us to push
on to the conclusion that we can’t attribute stability to the form of an organization, nor
can we confidently attribute it powers – these always remain to be seen in the contingent
operation of the organization. Note that even if we accept these arguments, they don’t in
themselves provide justification for Latour’s claim that the idea of emergence question-
ably invokes miraculous consequences. But they do allow us to question whether organ-
izations have the determinate sets of relationships (forms of organization) that Elder-Vass
requires for emergence to occur.

6. Discussion: pragmatism, process and structure

In the previous section of this article, I gave rein to Latour’s perspective as a means to
evaluate Elder-Vass’s critical realist account of organizations. In this section, I want to,
more briefly, make clear some of the links between this debate and the wider dispute
between pragmatists and process-oriented thinkers, on the one hand, and critical realists,
on the other.

As we saw at the start of the article, one of the main points of contention
between pragmatist/process thinkers and critical realists is about whether or not
social structure exists. In one sense this is a ‘factual’ debate regarding the existence
(or not) of a type of entity, but it is also considered a significant issue because of the
analytical consequences that flow from it. For critical realists, there are at least three
problematic outcomes that result from not acknowledging the existence of social
structure: the first is that one will be unable to account for the long-term stability
of some features of social life, the second is that there are difficulties in analysing
the connections between different cases and the third is that one will end up with
an individualistic form of analysis. Let us consider how the dispute over organizations
has a bearing on these.
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As with other critical realist writers (e.g. Modell 2020; Mutch 2002; O’Mahoney, O’Ma-
honey, and Al-Amoudi 2017) Elder-Vass believes that ANT has a problem accounting for
the stability of certain features of social life. Elder-Vass suggests that many important fea-
tures of society have remained largely unchanged:

‘ … such as the institutions of contract, property, and monogamy, and organizations such as
states, schools, and armies’. (Elder-Vass 2008, 466).

It would seem that for Elder-Vass, organizations like states, schools and armies are per-
sistent structures, and processual/pragmatist accounts cannot grasp or explain this per-
sistence. A possible response here would be to take inspiration from Latour’s
arguments to question whether the ‘massive stabilities’ Elder-Vass identifies are what
they seem – are states, schools and armies really unchanging in their form, or
would closer analysis reveal the ongoing, somewhat contingent work of organizing
within them which produces change and variation over time? It seems possible that
longitudinal empirical research might help to answer this question, by looking carefully
at seemingly stable organizations to see whether or not there is meaningful variation
in them across time.

I would add that even if such stabilities are indeed convincingly identified, one of the
questions raised by this article is whether critical realist conceptions of structure offer
defensible ways of accounting for them. For Modell, one of the advantages of a critical
realist approach to organizations over that offered by ANT is that it recognizes:

‘ … that at least some pre-existing social structures have the power to imbue the world with a
certain degree of stability that may constrain the possibilities of emancipation, although
there will always be context-specific variations in this regard that enable resistance to oppres-
sive states of affairs.’ (2020, 630)

But a key argument of this article has been that one the central conceptions of social
structure developed by Elder-Vass, and employed by Modell in his work with Baker
(2019), has serious issues that need to be addressed. I have used Latour’s arguments to
question whether the critical realist conception of normative social institutions as
based in norm circles plausibly explains forms of stability in organizations. As such,
although it is true that critical realists, unlike ANTs and pragmatists, wish to give a struc-
tural explanation of stability in the context of organizations, this does not mean that they
have successfully done so.13

A second line of criticism, one of a number developed by O’Mahoney, O’Mahoney, and
Al-Amoudi (2017), is that ANT directs analysts to be so focused on the specificity of the
cases they study that they struggle to account for the connections between cases. For
these writers, this is linked to ANT’s rejection of ‘a priori theorizing’ and its advice to
‘follow the actors’, which O’Mahoney et al. see as leading to a disconnected analysis
whereby the case that is being currently investigated cannot be meaningfully connected
to previously theorized cases. This is the critical realist critique of ANT that is, in my view,
most compelling. When it comes to Latour’s work, if analysts follow his strong emphasis
on the contingency of interaction then it would seem that they can expect to learn very
little of wider import from studying any specific sequence of interaction – such as a par-
ticular set of organizing processes.14 However, O’Mahoney et al. argue that this problem
of how to connect cases together is best resolved by recourse to the analysis of structures
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and mechanisms in a realist vein. The aforementioned discussion hopefully indicates why
I have my doubts about such a strategy.

The final realist critique I want to consider here is that by rejecting the idea of social
structure, pragmatist/process thinkers end up producing individualistic forms of analysis.
For example, Elder-Vass understands ANT to be committed to the idea that:

‘whenever some structural influence is suggested, we can understand what is happening
better by tracing the connections between individual actors than by attributing any causal
influence to larger structures’. (Elder-Vass 2008, 464)

Elder-Vass goes on to contend that even when Latour acknowledges that actors seem to
perceive a ‘structural influence’, he nevertheless seeks to explain this ‘in terms of individ-
ual mediators’ by deflating any putative structures and examining instead the individual
actors who claim to speak for them (Elder-Vass 2008, 465). Elder-Vass sees this as a failure
to acknowledge the role of social structure over and above the agency of individual
actors.

One way to respond to this criticism would be to suggest that although Elder-Vass is
correct that Latour is not invoking ‘structural influences’, he is not offering a standard form
of individualism such as that present in rational-choice theory. For Latour, human individ-
uals are not robustly centred decision makers with clear determinate goals and prefer-
ences which they pursue in a calculative way. Rather, what individual actors decide on
and do is very much shaped by the promptings of the humans and non-humans
around them (Latour 2005). Furthermore, whatever course of action any individual
decides on they are always to some extent at the mercy of wider processes of contingent
and messy action which they cannot directly control. As such, I would suggest that
Latour’s approach is more a form of non-structural processualism than individualism.15

And disputing whether an approach that does not acknowledge social structure is necess-
arily individualistic might be a fruitful tactic for processual/pragmatist thinkers more gen-
erally (for another – debated – version of this see King 2004; and Elder-Vass 2007 for one
response).

Even if this is a convincing response to the accusation of individualism one might still
find oneself wondering why, if processes are the key rather than structures, actors invoke
organizations and ongoing roles at all, rather than just referring to organizing acts? Critical
realists can answer this question by arguing that as organizations are structures with their
own power it’s unsurprising that actors will want to refer to these structures in dealing
with the social world as it is constituted. But a more pragmatist/process compatible
way to respond might include the following ideas: (i) organizations are a focal point for
certain forms of organizing; they collect them together and provide a partial demarcation
from other forms of organizing, though this is never a clean break; (ii) one reason for
forming an organization is to legitimise spokespersons on certain topics – e.g. pressure
groups, political groups, etc. It provides a clear(er) indication of the constituency a spokes-
person is attempting to speak for; (iii) roles within organizations could be seen as desig-
nations of responsibility for activities; your role is to get certain things done, with some
guidance on how that should or should not be done. But to say this is not to argue
that roles exist in a separate structure – rather, it is to contend that they are indicated
by agents in certain ways, some initial, some ongoing, and there can be mixed indications
from different agents such that roles are more like clusters than single positions. This
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points to the possibility that instead of looking for structures pragmatist-style analysts
could search for clusters.

7. Conclusion

In this article I have tried to add something to existing debates between critical realist
defenders of the concept of social structure and processual/pragmatist critics of this
notion by looking in more detail at contending understandings of organizations found in
the work of important thinkers in each perspective: Elder-Vass and Latour. In doing so, I
have suggested that Latour’s pragmatist-ish and processually-focused analysis does point
to potential issues and problems in Elder-Vass’s critical realist analysis of organizations as
structures. These relate both to whether or not an organization has a structure and
whether or not an organization has a determinable capacity for action. I also considered
potential responses to the critical realist argument that pragmatist/processual thinkers, in
rejecting the idea of social structure, cannot account for long term stabilities, fail to
connect different cases, and end up subscribing to an individualistic form of analysis. I
should emphasize that although I have drawn on Latourian arguments here, I am not uncri-
tical of aspects of his approach to analysis.16 Nor do I see the arguments presented here as a
decisive blow against critical realist accounts of organization and structure. Rather, in
drawing on processual/pragmatist ideas I hope to have raised meaningful questions for
critical realists to think about, continuing the dialogue in one of the areas where these
approaches seem, as Elder-Vass has argued, to be clearly at odds with one another.

Notes

1. I really appreciate feedback from Christoforos Bouzanis and Yufan Sun on a version of this
paper, as well as discussions with Sharani Osborn and Angélica Thumala Olave.

2. Latour is pretty clearly not a ‘naturalist’ in any typical sense of the word, and his thought
might be considered a-naturalistic insofar as he does not wish to give any special priority
to scientific inquiry in determining the contents of the world. This failure to prioritize
science clashes fairly straightforwardly with Dewey’s later naturalism (see Godfrey-Smith
2002 for discussion) but may have some degree of affinity with James’ views (for one discus-
sion of the limits of James’ naturalism see Gale 1997).

3. An important issue here is whether or not social structures should be understood as partially
constituted by agents’ conceptions and actions.

4. Roughly speaking, for Latour an association is a connection made by an actor with other
actors (human or non-human) which is invoked as part of the initial actors’ action.

5. Elder-Vass refers to roles as social positions (2010, 10), so this seems like a reasonable termi-
nological move.

6. Onemight see a parallel with Latour’s Tardeian argument that what may be wrongly seen as a
singular general property of the collective is actually the product of a blurring together of a
range of different people’s ways of thinking and acting (Latour 2010, 149–50).

7. This suggests that there are intrinsic complications to role expectations which are not cap-
tured in statements such as the following: ‘Role descriptions implicitly or explicitly specify
norms that define how an incumbent of the position concerned must relate to other
members of the organisation and also how they must relate to outsiders when acting on
behalf of the organisation.’ (Elder-Vass 2010, 153). The emphasis on how incumbents
‘must’ relate perhaps sounds like an exasperated manager trying to insist on their version
of roles and norms.
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8. These actors could, in Elder-Vass’s terms, be reasonably described as representing the organ-
ization. Nevertheless, the ‘organization’ itself does not tell them what to do, so there is then a
question of their decision-making and the information on which this is based.

9. Further, for Latour the very question of what counts as a successful or effective action is up for
grabs in the activity of organizing, rather than a clear-cut benchmark that outcomes can be
judged against (2013, 395).

10. Baker and Modell (2019) make an admirable attempt to link theory and research by using
critical realist concepts such as ‘norm circle’ to analyse the extent of the performativity of
ideas of corporate social responsibility in relation to the activities of an Australian packaging
company over time. They contend that there are (at least) three norm circles influencing the
behaviour of the company and its employees: one relating to normative management knowl-
edge, a second relating to customer demands and a third relating to labour rights. Their
analysis is thus attempting to show that there are norm circles operating within organizations
even if the norm circles they consider are not directly linked to role positions. To offer an
unsatisfactorily brief response to this I would note that: (i) the norm circles they consider
seem to be broader than the institution, rather than based in a tightly-knit set of actors
inside the company; (ii) one of the norm circles, customer demands, isn’t characterized as
involving mutual and consistent sanctioning of all the relevant actors by one another, but
as involving a set of actors whose demands converge with one another in their dealings
with one actor - the packaging company - rather than their dealings with each other; (iii)
another of the norm circles, labour rights, is characterized in a very broad way, with a
general presentation of its purported normative commitments and an acknowledgement
of the likely differences of views between workers that suggests that this is not the kind of
tightly-connected, mutually reinforcing set of actors Elder-Vass identifies as characteristic
of norm circles.

11. At the other extreme, the presence of any meaningful contingency at all could be denied. I
adopted a position in this territory in Kemp and Holmwood (2012) but, as the nature of the
current article implies, I am uneasy about the defensibility of such a view.

12. A fairly recent variation on this process is the extent to which, during Donald Trump’s US pre-
sidency, aides sometimes ignored his orders or ‘slow-walked’ them (Plott 2019).

13. Andrew Abbott’s pragmatist-leaning work is based in a processual ontology and has some
intriguing lines of arguments about how to account for stabilities within such an approach
(see e.g. Abbott 1995). Thanks to Yufan Sun for pointing out the links between Latour and
Abbott.

14. There are aspects of Latour’s work, such as his discussion of forms of standardization, which
arguably push in a different direction (see e.g. Latour 2005). But these are hard to square with
the more contingentist aspects of his thought.

15. I use the term ‘non-structural processualism’ because critical realist approaches could reason-
ably be said to analyse ongoing processes, but consider social structures to be a component
of these, which Latour (obviously) denies.

16. I hope to explore these issues as part of a book-length treatment of Latour’s critique of
sociology.
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